Finding a heart for Bob Girling is a matter of life or death. For now, he waits in a hospital bed. His 46-year-old father, who has been on the organ donor list for almost 25 years, is slowly dying. His wife, Kay Girling, tries to hold fast to all of the optimism she can muster. She says she is driven by the desire to save her husband; if no new heart has been found for Bob Girling, her husband will die.

**Labor accord may soon end O'HOP strike**

Demonstrators continue picketing

By SCOTT CALVERT

Noting the end of their two-year trial, the Pennsylvania Labor Relations Board last week certified the NBR Labor Accord and scheduled an election for the Pennsylvania Labor Accord. The government's decision came before the U.S. Supreme Court decision to overturn the Pennsylvania Labor Accord. By SCOTT CALVERT

The Labor Accord may soon end the three-month strike against the Children's Hospital of Pennsylvania. The union has sent a letter to the hospital stating that it will end its strike on May 10, 1992. The hospital has agreed to honor all of the provisions of the Labor Accord.

**Abortion ruling not a crowd pleaser**

By ALEC SCHWARTZ

Last week's U.S. Supreme Court decision partly nullified the Pennsylvania Abortion Law, which banned abortion services in the state. The court ruled that the law is unconstitutional because it does not provide for an exception for cases of rape or incest. The decision means that the Pennsylvania Abortion Law can no longer be enforced.

**Three men attack employee, rob house**

By MICHAEL SIRKO

Three men forced a female employee into a house and robbed her at gunpoint. The attack occurred last Tuesday afternoon in the University City area.

**MIT to rest case in antitrust trial**

By SCOTT CALVERT

The Institute for Scientific Research has agreed to rest its antitrust case against MIT. The government had filed a suit against MIT, alleging that MIT has violated antitrust laws by entering into agreements with other institutions to restrain competition in the market for research grants.

**Wharton study gives Hollywood two thumbs down**

Eliashberg and Sawhney say they can predict which films will be popular. Watch out, Siskel and Ebert. Eliashberg and Sawhney say they can predict which films will be popular. They studied moviegoers in order to find out what makes a film successful.

**Discovery may explain pregnancy, infertility**

By SCOTT CALVERT

Researchers at the University of Pennsylvania have discovered a new protein that may explain pregnancy and infertility. The protein, called the pregnancy factor, appears to be involved in the implantation of the blastocyst into the uterus. The discovery could lead to new treatments for infertility.

**Opinion**

An anti-abortion advocate filed a lawsuit against the Supreme Court's abortion decision.
Students, Not Charity Cases

By Michael Siroky

The admission policy is a can of charity.

Two weeks ago, the lawyer for the Massachusetts State of Technology presented the school's argument for part of its appeal of the court's decision. The government, in an attempt to drive MIT out of business, is pulling MIT's $100 million in federal grants. MIT's lawyers are requesting the court to let MIT keep these funds. The court's decision is expected in the next few weeks.

In his opening argument, MIT's lawyer stated that the government was acting unreasonably and that the court should uphold MIT's position. He explained the school's position over and over again. He did so repeatedly, as if the court did not understand the school's position. The court was not interested in MIT's arguments. The court was interested in the government's position.

The court's decision is expected in the next few weeks. The court is expected to rule in favor of the government. The court is expected to rule that MIT is not a charity and that the school is not entitled to the funds.

The school is a charity. It is a school that provides education and helps students achieve their goals. The school is not a charity. It is a school that provides education and helps students achieve their goals.

The court's decision is expected in the next few weeks. The court is expected to rule in favor of the government. The court is expected to rule that MIT is not a charity and that the school is not entitled to the funds.

The school is a charity. It is a school that provides education and helps students achieve their goals. The school is not a charity. It is a school that provides education and helps students achieve their goals.
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Molecules discovery may explain infertility

...and may help doctors learn more about the biology of infertility that are not currently understood, and could eventually be used to enhance methods of treatment. And one knows why the embryos 'stick or don't stick to the womb,' Lewis said. 'But this self-adhesion molecule is at the right place at the right time and makes the criteria he or she receptive. The absence of some integrins in the embryo makes them more susceptible for their infertility.'

The experiments, conducted by researchers at the University and the Walter Institute, found that for women with normal menstrual cycles, the integrate appears in the lining of the uterine wall just when the embryo begins to implant. The integrin's presence enhances the probability that the embryo will stick.

"This integrin is turned on at the right time by the body, so that the embryo can determine what sort of movie you are not making a rational decision. People who go the movies are not choosing between two types of movies, but are deciding whether or not to see a movie. 'Rather crude,' they argue that the techniques used in digital interactive movies, because of the novel digital technologies, could be adapted to create a "custom designed" movie组织ed according to an individual's performance. A potential viewer would "jot down" a movie and learn to like, what would adjust validity and value, and the overall rating, he explained. It "ertput puts together the combination of scenes based on your preferences.""
before there were road maps, there were of course, road maps. And so it is that a few days hence, seeing you off to your next adventure, we can't help but think of the many ways in which you've made your mark on this country's life and times.

...The coroner's report confirmed the cause of death as a shotgun blast to the head. The gun, a .44-caliber revolver, was found in the car. The coroner said the pistol was loaded with two rounds, both of which were fired.

...The body was identified as that of Jack勃ack, 32, of Westbury Avenue, a known drug user.

...The investigation is expected to be completed within the next few weeks. In the meantime, the police are urging anyone with information about the shooting to contact them.

...Police said they had not yet determined the cause of death, but said it was likely to be related to drug usage, as the man had been known to use heroin.
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Summer
Urban Guerrillas

By AIMEE MILLER

Summer Times Stall Writer

It’s a mad, mad, mad, mad world, and these guys aren’t going to take it anymore — Helmet goes on an all-out offensive.

If you ever feel your own sexuality muses out of bounds, then there is no place like the best of our fine films of love-in-on-earth (on Earth). If you are what the film’s star, take a look back at the first image of the day. Faded by the fleshy, flabby, fat, and lazy, that is the heart’s desire. In this feature-length and revoltingly bawdy adventure, the ex-drummer for the band Meatloaf breaks out of every stereotype you can imagine him doing. Not only does he get his revenge on his erstwhile father, but he also grows a third arm in the middle of his body. It’s a little obscure, but no one can argue, that this film has a little something for everyone. It’s a little bit of Soundgarden’s Seattle-style, but for grunge fans. If you like it, you’ll love it.

Limit 1 Offer Per Coupon

Call: 222-1960

Samuel Plane, on stage, his roommate thinks he’s a recluse, but together with Meatloaf’s son Platinum, they begin to attract the attention of the entertainment world. Marta is assisted by her long-time friend, Script, who helps him to get his revenge on his erstwhile father. He begins to attack-dog for the band Meatloaf and it’s a little bit of Soundgarden’s Seattle-style, but for grunge fans. If you like it, you’ll love it.

Serving coffee, espresso, muffins, pastries, rolls, bagels, 16 teas, and 8 gourmet coffees from around the world. Also serving sandwiches and salads all day long.

Beans by Philadelphia’s Premier
C. O. R. E. HOUSE
3430 S A N S O M  •  (215) 387 • 2010

Warning: No Firearms Allowed
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Bagel Bakery

Buy 6 Bagels
Get 6 FREE

Limited to one per coupon. Not valid with any other offer.
Expires 7/20/95

Contest!!!!

Summer

Summer

Battile Day at Café Chien Blanc
Tuesday, July 14th, 7pm
3420 Sansom Street

A Sansom Street tradition for over 20 years!

French dinner served under tent top

Dancing in the Street Free!

For reservations call 898-6585 and win!

$28.00 per person, plus tax & gratuity

Dancing Only $3

White Dog Cafe 366-0224

$599 Value Menu

2 Sandwiches

$1 on Chicken

$2 on French

Enter for a chance to win one of these fabulous Nicholson-esque prizes (a t-shirt, poster, or pass to the film's screening and Thursday, July 13th, 7pm). It's a little obscure, but no one can argue, that this film has a little something for everyone. It’s a little bit of Soundgarden’s Seattle-style, but for grunge fans. If you like it, you’ll love it.
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A story-tale romance takes a folded twist in Twentieth Century Fox's latest release, *Prejudge*. Ti A.K. (Hollywood talentbroker Alan Studikoff) and spunky overachiever Mary Threehorn (Julia and Rita, a star-crossed couple whose relationship takes an unexpected turn when a mysterious old man (Sydney Walker) shows up. Alec Baldwin and spunky sweetheart Meg Ryan star as Julius and Rita, a star-crossed couple whose relationship takes an unexpected turn when a mysterious old man (Sydney Walker) shows up. Alec Baldwin and spunky sweetheart Meg Ryan star as Julius and Rita, a star-crossed couple whose relationship takes an unexpected turn when a mysterious old man (Sydney Walker) shows up. Alec Baldwin and spunky sweetheart Meg Ryan star as Julius and Rita, a star-crossed couple whose relationship takes an unexpected turn when a mysterious old man (Sydney Walker) shows up. Alec Baldwin and spunky sweetheart Meg Ryan star as Julius and Rita, a star-crossed couple whose relationship takes an unexpected turn when a mysterious old man (Sydney Walker) shows up.
Study Hard. Live at Ease. Make Your Move

Park Townplace Apartments

2200 Benjamin Franklin Parkway-568-2200

Open Monday through Friday 9-5:30, Saturday 10-5:30

• Free Bus Transportation To and From Parktownplace Town and the University City Area.
• All Utilities Included
• 24-Hour Attended Garage
• New Fitness Center

Ask About Our Student Rates.

1 Bedroom $320.00 to $410.00
2 Bedroom $410.00 to $640.00

The Best Selection, The Best Prices, Best Locations - One Block to Hi-Rise

Efficiency to Twelve Bedrooms; Quality Furniture Available.

Townhouses - 5 to 7, 10 to 12 bedroom townhouses near 39th & Society Streets, featuring modern kitchens, bathrooms, large bedrooms, ONE MONTH FREE RENT on select properties! Call today!

Hamilton Court Apartments - Contemporary, spacious three bedroom apartments just steps from campus. Modern kitchens, hardwood floors. Spacious living room and large bedrooms. Free faxes and faxes TV on sale or rental in apartments. Only a few remain!

Graduate Student Apartments - Now showing the finest selection of efficiencies, one, two, three and four bedroom apartments, in the University City Area. Close to campus. Features include modern kitchens, bright, spacious apartments and hardwood floors.

University City Housing

382-2986/387-1845

The Drake Tower

A Philadelphia Tradition

The Best For Your Money

Special rates to graduate students

Furnished Apartments with flexible leases for visiting professors.

The Drake Tower features:

- Food includes gas cooking, water & heat
- 4 to 7 days a week. Front desk
- Greet your guests in a gracious lobby
- Furnished apartments with modern comfort
- Spacious, fully equipped laundry room
- On-site maintenance personnel
- Conveniently located close to the PATCO and SEPTA transit systems.
- Walking distance to the finest of Center City's shopping, dining and entertainment.

1512 Spruce Street
Philadelphia, PA 19102
Rent: 215-545-6900

"The Best Choice in University City"
For Students & Univ. Affiliates Only

One FREE Month at Certain Locations.

Efficiency one, two and three bedrooms available now through the summer. Some with all utilities paid except electricity, laundry facilities. Security intercom system, management on premises. Only two months to move in.

Please call for appointment 474-1331

---

The New York Times Crossword

The Daily Pennsylvania

J O I N T H E L A R G E S T O R G A N I Z A T I O N O N C A M P U S — C A L L 8 8 8 - 6 5 5 1

STOLKER 7-5200

Rittenhouse Square

1235 Spruce, 65-1800

Two-bedroom-Square studio incl. heat & hot water $698

1368 Lombard - 650,369
den, brkfast, parking wall

NEWLY RENOVATED KITCHENS AND HARDWOOD FLOORS

University City, on Schuylkill

4030 - 4023 LOCUST

REALTY WORLD PROPERTIES

Campus Apartments

The finest housing in University City from efficiencies up to 10 bedroom houses

ASSIMILES may include:

- Free Shuttle Bus
- Mail to Mall campus G/F.M. Fairs
- Neighborhoods
- Parking
- Modern Kitchen
- Dr. N. Emergency Maintenance
- Reasonable Rent
- Laundry- Allinclusive fees
- June & September Leases

4033 WALNUT STREET • 382-1300

Hours: Mon-Fri. 9-7 • Sat. Sun. 10-4

---

SCOTT'S

For Sale

APPROX. CARES FOR $500

GET IN SHAPE

 WITH A LIFETIME CARD. STATIONARY BICYCLES & PSA. POWER BLOCK EQUIPMENT.

REALTY WORLD PROPERTIES

TELEMARKETING

CAMPUS COVERED OR ANY OTHER BUSINESS


HOMESTAY

Male for employment position in a home environment. Call Mr. Tully at 382-1276.

SECRETARY RECEPTIONIST

Computer Keyer


WANTED

WORD PROCESSING. Free training, free transportation, resumed. Call Sue 386-3624.

SECRETARY RECEPTIONIST

Call Sue 386-3624.

TRAVEL

AMERICAN DISCOUNT

Summer opportunities. 6 weeks mid-July to mid-August. $200. Post each week at 7:00. Call 382-1276.

RESEARCHERS. DATA BASE.

Environmental group. seeks leads and motivated students to participate in clinical pharmacological studies. Starting with 150 funded for Recycling PTO 437-5800. Call Paul 387-1276 or 452-5041.

SECRETARY RECEPTIONIST

WORD PROCESSING - Free training, free transportation, resumed. Call Sue 386-3624.

MISCELLANEOUS

STUDY SUBJECTS

ALL HEALTHY MALES FOR EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH. A small stipend. Call Sue 386-3624.
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Beyond the Staircase
Here's a little test. Picture this:
After scoring the game-winning run, a baseball player is ap-
proached outside the locker room by a wide-eyed 10-year-old auto-
mobile. "Who's that player? Who's that coach? He looks like a
basketball player. Right about here, don't you think?"
In your mental picture, who's the player? Who's the fan? Are either
of them typical? Are they typical of the Penn fans who populate the
stands at Franklin Field in the fall, the basketball arena in the
winter, and the squash court in the spring?

By KENT STEFES
Professional volleyball player with the AVP Miller Lite Open, follows his hit. Steffes is the
younger sister of Penn's squash player--you might see one of them... that's the answer.

Kerron Holleran has accepted the position of Penn's
women's squash coach. She brings impres-
sive credentials to the post that has been oc-
cupied by coach Ann Wetzel for all 20 years of Quaker women's squash history. Kerron re-
tired from the position earlier this year.
Kerron has excelled as a squash player, she was also
a member of Penn's hockey teams. Yet squash has remained her
favorite sport. Kerron was captain of the Ti-
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Fun with fitness
Joggers see city in new way
By CLAIRE EPSTEIN
Summer Pennsylvanian Sports Writer

Running makes me feel good physically, spiritually, and emo-
tionally, and I know I'll never forget this."

Penn Athletics
In Philadelphia when you can run
away from the traffic, the people, and the worrying economics which you
kill you."
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